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Abstract 30 

Cortical GABAergic interneurons represent a highly diverse neuronal type that regulates neural 31 

network activity. In particular, interneurons in the hippocampal CA1 oriens/alveus (O/A-INs) 32 

area provide feedback dendritic inhibition to local pyramidal cells and express somatostatin 33 

(SOM). Under relevant afferent stimulation patterns, they undergo long-term potentiation (LTP) 34 

of their excitatory synaptic inputs through multiple induction and expression mechanisms. 35 

However, the cell type specificity of these different forms of LTP and their specific contribution 36 

to the dynamic regulation of the CA1 network remain unclear. Here we recorded from SOM-37 

expressing interneurons (SOM-INs) in the O/A region from SOM-Cre-Ai3 transgenic mice in 38 

whole cell patch-clamp. Results indicate that, like in anatomically identified O/A-INs, theta burst 39 

stimulation (TBS) induced a Hebbian form of LTP dependent on metabotropic glutamate 40 

receptor type 1a (mGluR1a) in SOM-INs, but not in parvalbumin-expressing interneurons (PV-41 

INs), another mainly non-overlapping interneuron subtype in CA1. In addition, we demonstrated 42 

using field recordings from transgenic mice expressing archaerhodopsin Arch3 selectively in 43 

SOM-INs, that a prior conditioning TBS in O/A, to induce mGluR1a-dependent LTP in SOM-44 

INs, up-regulated LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway of pyramidal cells. This effect was 45 

prevented by light-induced hyperpolarization of SOM-INs during TBS, or by application of the 46 

mGluR1a antagonist LY36785, indicating a necessity for mGluR1a and SOM-INs activation. 47 

These results uncover that SOM-INs perform an activity-dependent metaplastic control on 48 

hippocampal CA1 microcircuits in a cell-specific fashion. Our findings provide new insights on 49 

the contribution of interneuron synaptic plasticity in the regulation of the hippocampal network 50 

activity and mnemonic processes. 51 

  52 
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Significance statement 53 

Long term potentiation (LTP) is an important cellular mechanism of learning and memory. 54 

Although it has been extensively characterized in principal cells of the hippocampus, it also 55 

occurs in inhibitory GABAergic interneurons, known to orchestrate hippocampal network 56 

activity. Interneurons are highly diverse and many subtypes are distinguished, endowed with 57 

distinct functions. However, their cell-type specific contribution and how LTP in these 58 

interneurons regulate hippocampal CA1 microcircuits remain open questions. Here we found that 59 

LTP occurring in the Schaffer collateral pathway of CA1 pyramidal cells was up-regulated by 60 

prior induction of mGluR1a-dependent LTP in somatostatin-expressing interneurons. These 61 

results reveal a metaplastic control of the hippocampal CA1 network which can help to 62 

understand interneuron subtype-specific contribution in hippocampus-dependent learning and 63 

memory. 64 

  65 
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Introduction 66 

Information processing within the cerebral cortex relies on complex microcircuits of 67 

interconnected excitatory glutamatergic principal cells and inhibitory GABAergic interneurons. 68 

Comprising 10 to 20 % of the total cortical neuronal population, GABAergic interneurons 69 

dynamically regulate neural networks by controlling the amount of excitation that neurons 70 

receive, by synchronizing their outputs and supporting brain oscillations (for review, see Mann 71 

and Paulsen, 2007; Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008). GABAergic interneurons are highly 72 

heterogeneous and multiple subtypes can be distinguished on the basis of their morphological, 73 

neurochemical, physiological and developmental properties, which is particularly well 74 

documented in the hippocampus (Tricoire et al., 2011; Hosp et al., 2014; for review, see Freund 75 

and Buzsaki, 1996; Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014).  76 

Long Term Potentiation (LTP) is an activity-dependent long-lasting change of the 77 

synaptic strength and is thought to be a key element in the cellular processes of learning and 78 

memory (for review, see Kandel et al., 2014; Lynch et al., 2014). Although LTP presents 79 

relatively stereotyped mechanisms in excitatory principal neurons, several different forms of 80 

LTP have been described at excitatory synapses onto hippocampal GABAergic interneurons 81 

(Ouardouz and Lacaille, 1995; Hainmuller et al., 2014; for review, see Pelletier and Lacaille, 82 

2008; Kullmann et al., 2012; Topolnik, 2012). Particularly interesting are interneurons from the 83 

CA1 region that have their cell body located in the stratum oriens, provide a dendritic inhibition 84 

to their pyramidal and interneuron targets and express somatostatin (SOM, also called SST) 85 

(Tricoire et al., 2011; for review, see Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Klausberger and Somogyi, 86 

2008; Muller and Remy, 2014). Notably, NMDA receptors (NMDARs)-independent LTP which 87 

depends on type 1a metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR1a) (Perez et al., 2001; Lapointe et 88 
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al., 2004; Le Duigou and Kullmann, 2011) and on a post-synaptic Ca2+ rise from multiple 89 

sources (Topolnik et al., 2006; Lamsa et al., 2007; Oren et al., 2009; Croce et al., 2010) has been 90 

described in interneurons from the CA1 oriens/alveus  region (O/A-INs) and in SOM-expressing 91 

interneurons (SOM-INs) from the O/A region (Szabo et al., 2012). Furthermore, LTP occurrence 92 

and rules appear to be highly cell type-specific (Perez et al., 2001; Lamsa et al., 2007; Nissen et 93 

al., 2010; Szabo et al., 2012), adding an important level of complexity in our understanding of 94 

interneuron diversity. 95 

At the network level, hippocampal CA1 O/A-INs are mainly activated by recurrent 96 

excitation from local pyramidal cells and act in an integrator mode as they inhibit distal dendrites 97 

in proportion to the rate of the synaptic inputs (Pouille and Scanziani, 2004). Furthermore, SOM-98 

INs have been shown to specifically and dynamically regulate input-output transformations and 99 

to gate burst firing in pyramidal cells (Lovett-Barron et al., 2012). However, although oriens-100 

lacunosum/moleculare (OLM) cells, a subset of SOM-INs in the O/A region, inhibit the 101 

pyramidal distal dendritic tuft, they also inhibit Schaffer collateral-associated GABAergic 102 

interneurons (Leao et al., 2012). Indeed, specific activation of OLM cells promotes a 103 

disinhibition of pyramidal neurons, increasing their responsiveness to Schaffer collateral inputs, 104 

and facilitates LTP at these synapses. In addition, these cells prevent LTP in the temporo-105 

ammonic pathway, conferring them the ability to bi-directionally modulate CA1 plasticity (Leao 106 

et al., 2012). But how long-term plasticity occurring at excitatory synapses onto SOM-INs 107 

modulates network activity of pyramidal cells remains largely unknown. mGluR1a-dependent 108 

LTP occurring at excitatory inputs onto O/A-INs increases GABAergic inhibition of principal 109 

neurons (Lapointe et al., 2004) and NMDAR-dependent LTP induced in CA1 stratum radiatum 110 

interneurons maintains the temporal fidelity of input and output signals of pyramidal cells 111 
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(Lamsa et al., 2005). Beyond the proper characterization of the different forms of LTP occurring 112 

in multiple interneuron subtypes, their specific contribution to the CA1 network regulation, 113 

especially in gating of LTP at Schaffer collateral-pyramidal cell synapses, remains an open 114 

question. 115 

In this study, we address this question, first by assessing the cell-specificity of Hebbian 116 

mGluR1a-dependent LTP in two populations of interneurons within the hippocampal CA1 area: 117 

the SOM-INs and the parvalbumin (PV)-expressing interneurons (PV-INs), using mice lines 118 

expressing Cre recombinase under the control of either the SOM or the PV promoter. We found 119 

that theta burst stimulation (TBS) induced Hebbian mGluR1a-dependent LTP in SOM-INs in a 120 

cell-specific fashion. Next, we establish the functional significance of the SOM-IN synaptic 121 

plasticity for network activity. We uncovered that prior induction of this form of LTP at 122 

excitatory synapses onto SOM-INs up-regulated LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway of CA1 123 

pyramidal cells, establishing a cell-specific metaplastic control of the CA1 microcircuit by SOM-124 

INs. 125 

  126 
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Materials and Methods 127 

All animal procedures and experiments were performed in accordance with the Université de 128 

Montréal animal care committee’s regulations. 129 

Transgenic mice lines. SOM-IRES-Cre mice were kindly provided by Z.J. Huang (Cold Spring 130 

Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, NY; JAX #013044) (Taniguchi et al., 2011). PV-Cre 131 

mice (JAX #008069), the Cre-reporter expressing the enhanced yellow fluorescent protein 132 

(EYFP) Ai3 mice (JAX #007903) and the ArChR3/GFP Ai35 mice (JAX #012735) were 133 

purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). Experiments were performed in mice of 134 

either sex. 135 

Interneuron distribution and immunofluorescence. To fluorescently label SOM-INs, 136 

heterozygous SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice were obtained by crossing SOM-IRES-Cre and 137 

Ai3-EYFP mice. To label PV-INs, heterozygous PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice were generated by 138 

crossing PV-Cre and Ai3-EYFP mice. Distribution of EYFP-labelled interneurons and co-139 

localization with somatostatin or parvalbumin were determined by combination of fluorescence 140 

microscopy and immunohistochemistry. SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice (3-5 week-old) and 141 

PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice (6-8 week-old) were deeply anesthetized intra-peritoneally with sodium 142 

pentobarbital (MTC Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, Ontario, Canada), perfused transcardially with 143 

ice-cold 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB) and 4% para-formaldehyde in 0.1M PB (PFA) and the brain 144 

isolated. Post-fixed brains were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose and coronal brain sections (50 µm 145 

thick) were obtained using a freezing microtome (Leica SM200R, Germany).  Sections were 146 

permeabilized with 0.2 to 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS (15 min) and unspecific binding was 147 

blocked with 10% normal goat serum in 0.1 to 0.3% Triton X-100/PBS (1h). Rabbit polyclonal 148 

somatostatin 28 (1/2000; Abcam, Toronto, ON, Canada) or mouse monoclonal parvalbumin 149 
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(1/5000; Millipore, Temacula, CA) antibodies were incubated overnight at 4ºC. Sections were 150 

subsequently incubated at room temperature with Alexa 594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgGs 151 

(1/500; 90 min; Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) or Rhodamine-152 

conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG1 (1/200; 90 min; Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories). 153 

Hippocampal sections were examined using a Nikon microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600; Nikon, 154 

Japan) equipped with epifluorescence and images were acquired with the Simple PCI software 155 

(CImaging Systems, Compix Inc., PA). 156 

Slices and whole-cell recordings. Hippocampal slices were prepared from 4-8 week-old 157 

SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice and 6-8 week-old PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice. Animals were 158 

anesthetized with isoflurane and the brain was rapidly excised and placed in ice cold sucrose-159 

based cutting solution saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 containing (in mM) 87 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 160 

1.25 NaH2PO4, 7 MgSO4, 0.5 CaCl2, 25 NaHCO3, 25 glucose, 11.6 ascorbic acid, 3.1 pyruvic 161 

acid  and 75 sucrose (pH 7.4; 295 mOsmol). A block of tissue containing the hippocampus was 162 

prepared and transverse hippocampal slices (300 μm thick) were cut on a vibratome (Leica 163 

VT1000S). Slices were transferred to oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) at room 164 

temperature containing (in mM) 124 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 4 MgSO4, 4 CaCl2, 26 165 

NaHCO3, and 10 glucose (pH=7.3–7.4; 295-305 mOsmol), allowed to recover for at least 1h, and 166 

transferred for experiments to a submersion chamber perfused (2 ml/min) with ACSF at 31±0.5 167 

°C. Prior to recordings, CA1 and CA3 regions were isolated by a surgical cut. EYFP-expressing 168 

CA1 interneurons were identified using an upright microscope (Nikon Eclipse, E600FN), 169 

equipped with a water immersion long-working distance objective (40x, Nomarski optics), 170 

epifluorescence and an infrared video camera. Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were 171 

obtained using borosilicate glass pipettes (3-6 MΩ) filled with intracellular solution containing 172 
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(in mM) 130 CsMeSO3, 5 NaCl, 1 MgCl2, 10 phosphocreatine, 10 HEPES, 2 ATP-Tris, 0.4 173 

GTP-Tris, 0.1 spermine, 2 QX314, and 0.1% biocytin (pH=7.2-7.3; 275–285 mOsmol). For 174 

whole cell current-clamp recordings of intrinsic properties, the intracellular solution contained 175 

(in mM) 150 K-gluconate, 3 MgCl2, 0.5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2 MgATP, 0.3 NaGTP, and 0.1% 176 

biocytin (pH=7.4; 300 mOsmol; Figure 2). For recordings of synaptic potentials, the intracellular 177 

solution contained 120 KMeSO4, 10 KCl, 0.5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2.5 MgATP, 0.3 NaGTP, 10 178 

Na2-phosphocreatine, 0.1 spermine and 0.1% biocytin (pH=7.3-7.4; 280 ± 5 mOsmol; Figure 5). 179 

Data was acquired using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices) and digitized using 180 

Digidata 1440A and pClamp 10 (Molecular Devices). Recordings were low-pass filtered at 2 181 

kHz and digitized at 20 kHz. Series resistance was regularly monitored during experiments and 182 

data were included only if the holding current and series resistance were stable.  183 

 Membrane properties of EYFP-labeled SOM-INs were measured in current-clamp 184 

recordings (Tricoire et al., 2011). Resting membrane potential was measured with the holding 185 

current I=0 pA immediately after break-in in whole-cell configuration. Input resistance (Rm) was 186 

measured using a linear regression of voltage deflections (±15mV) in response to current steps of 187 

5 pA increment (holding membrane potential -60 mV). Membrane time constant was calculated 188 

from the mean responses to 20 successive hyperpolarizing current pulses (20 pA; 400 ms) and 189 

was determined by fitting voltage responses with a single exponential function. Action potential 190 

(AP) threshold was taken as the voltage at which the slope trajectory reached 10 mV/ms, while 191 

AP amplitude was the difference in membrane potential between threshold and peak; these 192 

properties were measured for the first AP elicited by a depolarizing 800-ms-long current pulse 193 

just sufficient to bring the cell to threshold for AP generation. Firing frequency was calculated 194 

from the AP number during an AP train elicited by an 800 ms-long current injection at twice 195 
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threshold. The sag index was determined from a series of negative current steps (800 ms 196 

duration). From the V–I plots, the peak negative voltage deflection (Vhyp) and the steady-state 197 

voltage deflection (Vsag, calculated for the last 200 ms of the current step) were used to 198 

calculate the index as the ratio Vrest-Vsag/Vrest-Vhyp, for current injections corresponding to 199 

Vsag = -80 mV.  200 

Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were evoked in interneurons using constant 201 

current pulses (50 μs duration) via an ACSF-filled bipolar theta-glass electrode positioned 202 

approximately 100 μm lateral to the recorded cell soma. EPSCs were recorded in the presence of 203 

(2R)-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (AP5; 50 μM) and gabazine (5 μM) to block NMDA and 204 

GABAA receptors, respectively. Putative single-fibre EPSCs were evoked at 0.5 Hz using 205 

minimal (failure rate > 50%). LTP was induced by three episodes (given at 30 s intervals) of 206 

TBS of afferent fibers (five bursts each consisting of four pulses at 100 Hz with 250 ms inter-207 

burst interval) paired with postsynaptic depolarization (five depolarizing steps to −20 mV, 60 ms 208 

long). Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were evoked at 0.1 Hz using constant current 209 

pulses (50 μs duration) through a concentric bipolar Pt/Ir electrode (FHC Inc) positioned in the 210 

stratum oriens close to the alveus, approximately 100 μm lateral to the recorded cell soma. 211 

Membrane potential was held at -60 mV by constant current injection. EPSPs were evoked 212 

during a hyperpolarizing current step (5-10 mV, 0.5-1 s duration) to avoid action potential 213 

generation. LTP was induced by the same TBS protocol described above for voltage-clamp 214 

experiments, except that it was not paired with any postsynaptic depolarization or 215 

hyperpolarization. EPSPs were recorded in ACSF in the absence of the antagonists AP5 and 216 

gabazine. In some experiments, LY367385 (40 μM; Tocris) was added to the extracellular 217 

solution. EPSCs and EPSPs were usually characterized in one cell per slice, and the different 218 
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experimental conditions were interleaved. Responses were analyzed off-line using Clampfit 219 

(pClamp 10; Molecular Devices), GraphPad and OriginPro 8. Amplitude of EPSC and EPSP 220 

(average response including failures), failure rate (failures / total stimulations) and potency 221 

(amplitude excluding failures) of EPSCs, were measured in 5 min bins over the total 35 min 222 

period of recordings. 223 

Field potential recordings and optogenetics. To express Archaerhodopsin-3/GFP (ArChR3/GFP) 224 

in somatostatin interneurons, heterozygous SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice were obtained by 225 

crossing SOM-IRES-Cre and ArChR3/GFP Ai35 mice. For experiments with field potential 226 

recordings, transverse hippocampal slices (400 μm thickness) were prepared from SOM-IRES-227 

Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice as described above, except ice-cold oxygenated ACSF containing 1.3 228 

mM MgSO4 and  2.5 mM CaCl2. The slices were allowed to recover for at least 2 h at 32°C in 229 

ACSF, and for an additional 30 minutes at 27-28°C while submerged in a recording chamber 230 

continuously perfused (2-2.5 ml/min) with ACSF. Field extracellular postsynaptic potentials 231 

(fEPSPs) were recorded in CA1 stratum radiatum with glass electrodes (1-2.5 MΩ) filled with 232 

ASCF. Schaffer collaterals were stimulated (0.1 ms duration; 30 sec-1) using a concentric bipolar 233 

tungsten stimulating electrode (FHC Inc) placed in stratum radiatum proximal to CA3 region. A 234 

second concentric bipolar tungsten stimulating electrode was positioned in the oriens-alveus 235 

junction proximal to the subiculum for theta burst conditioning trains (as described above).  Field 236 

potentials were recorded with a differential extracellular amplifier (Microelectrode AC Amplifier 237 

Model 1800, A-M Systems), filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 10 kHz (Digidata 1440A), and 238 

analysed with pClamp10 (Molecular Devices). Stimulus intensity was adjusted to elicit 50% of 239 

maximal fEPSP. EPSP slope was measured at 10%–90% of fEPSP amplitude. 240 
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LTP was induced at CA1 Schaffer collateral synapses by high frequency stimulation 241 

(HFS) using a train (1s duration) of 100 Hz pulses. A conditioning TBS consisting of three 242 

episodes (given at 30 s intervals) of five bursts (each consisting of four pulses at 100 Hz with 243 

250 ms inter-burst interval) was applied at the oriens/alveus border to induce plasticity in SOM-244 

INs in stratum oriens. ArChR3 was activated by illumination using a light guide positioned 245 

above the slice (590-nm yellow light, custom-made LED system). The measured LED power 246 

was 26 mW at the end of a 1-mm light guide. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. 247 

  248 
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Results 249 

Distribution of YFP-labeled interneurons and specific co-localization with SOM and 250 

PV.  251 

SOM-INs or PV-INs were specifically labeled by breeding Ai3-EYFP reporter mice with 252 

SOM-IRES-Cre or PV-Cre mice, respectively. The distribution of EYFP-labelled SOM-INs and 253 

PV-INs interneurons was examined by fluorescence microscopy and their co-localization with 254 

somatostatin or parvalbumin was determined by immunofluorescence. Consistent with previous 255 

work (for review, see Freund and Buzsaki, 1996), the distribution of SOM-INs and PV-INs in the 256 

CA1 hippocampus was mostly non-overlapping. EYFP-labeled SOM-IN somas were located 257 

mostly in stratum oriens and alveus of the CA1 and CA3 regions, as well as in the hilus of the 258 

dentate gyrus (Figure 1A). EYFP-labeled PV-IN somas were mainly found in and around the 259 

pyramidal cell layer of CA1 and CA3 regions, and the granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus 260 

(Figure 1B). We next verified the cell-specificity of the EYFP-labeling of CA1 interneurons by 261 

immunofluorescence. In SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice (Figure 1C), 98.5% of EYFP-labeled 262 

interneurons in the CA1 region were immune-positive for somatostatin (n=323 cells, 3 animals 263 

from 2 different litters), while only 6.9% of them were positive for parvalbumin (n=354). In 264 

contrast in PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice (Figure 1D), 97.8% of EYFP-labeled CA1 interneurons were 265 

immunopositive for parvalbumin (n=267 cells, 3 animals from 2 different litters), and only 266 

10.7% were positive for somatostatin (n=193 cells), thus confirming the specific labeling of 267 

mostly non-overlapping CA1 populations of dendrite-projecting SOM-INs and perisomatic 268 

projecting PV-INs (Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Tricoire et al., 2011) in the mice lines. 269 

 270 
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LTP at the excitatory synapses onto SOM-INs 271 

Next we made use of SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice to determine if the Hebbian LTP 272 

described at synapses onto CA1 oriens-alveus interneurons (Perez et al., 2001) occurs at 273 

excitatory synapses onto SOM-INs. First we characterized with whole-cell current-clamp 274 

recordings the membrane properties of CA1 EYFP-labeled SOM-INs (Figure 2). The resting 275 

membrane potential was -58.3 ± 1.9 mV (n=8), the membrane resistance was 194.8 ± 20.6 MΩ 276 

(n=9), the membrane time constant was 24.6 ± 2.8 ms (n=10), the action potential half-width and 277 

amplitude were 0.44 ± 0.05 ms (n=13) and 66.5 ± 2.3 mV (n=13) respectively, the action 278 

potential threshold was -40.4 ± 1.7 mV (n=13) and the average firing frequency in response to 279 

depolarizing pulses was 23.6 ± 2.0 Hz at 2x threshold (n=13). The cells also displayed a 280 

membrane sag at hyperpolarized membrane potentials (0.92 ± 0.01 sag index; n=9). These 281 

properties are consistent with those previously reported for SOM-INs identified by mRNA 282 

expression (Tricoire et al., 2011).  283 

Then we used whole cell voltage-clamp recordings of EPSCs evoked by minimal stimulation 284 

of putative single-fibers to examine if excitatory synapses onto CA1 EYFP-labeled SOM-INs 285 

show Hebbian LTP. Pairing of theta-burst stimulation with postsynaptic depolarization 286 

(TBS+Depo) produced an increase in EPSC amplitude (average EPSC including failures) to 287 

202.9 ± 31.3% of baseline at 30 min post-induction (paired t-test, p=0.0025a, n=14; Figure 3A, 288 

D). Control stimulation, consisting of theta burst stimulation (n=7) or depolarization (n=7) alone, 289 

did not produce lasting changes in EPSC amplitude (96.0 ± 11.1% of baseline at 30 min post-290 

induction for pooled controls; paired t-test, p=0.75b, n=14; Figure 3B, D).  291 
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When examined in individual cells, LTP occurred in 9 of 14 cells that received the pairing 292 

stimulation protocol (TBS+Depo), so the development of LTP over time was analyzed in these 293 

cells (Figure 3E-G). A post test for linear trend revealed that EPSC amplitude (including 294 

failures), potency (EPSC amplitude excluding failures) and failure rate changed gradually over 295 

the 5-30 min period after LTP induction (ANOVA, p<0.0001c, n=9).  EPSC amplitude was 296 

increased at 20-25 min (203.7 ± 24.2% of baseline) and 25-30 min (207.7 ± 25.9% of baseline) 297 

(repeated measures [rm] ANOVA, p=0.0016d, and Dunnett’s multiple comparison test, n=9; 298 

Figure 3E). EPSC potency was increased at 20-25 min (149.7 ± 14.1% of baseline) and 25-30 299 

min (164.0 ± 15.3% of baseline; rmANOVA, p=0.0025e, and Dunnett’s multiple comparison 300 

test, n=9; Figure 3F). EPSC failure rate was decreased at 15-20 min (77.8 ± 8.5% of baseline), 301 

20-25 min (59.8 ± 10.4% of baseline) and 25-30 min (62.7 ± 9.1% of baseline; rmANOVA, 302 

p=0.011f, and Dunnett’s multiple comparison test, n=9; Figure 3G). In cells with control 303 

stimulation, there were no significant changes over time in EPSC amplitude (96.0 ± 11.1% of 304 

baseline at 30 min; rmANOVA, p=0.7512g; n=14), potency (100.9 ± 7.5% of baseline at 30 min, 305 

rmANOVA, p=0.9456h) or failure rate (97.1 ± 6.3% of baseline at 30 min, rmANOVA, 306 

p=0.6528i) (Figure 3E-G).  307 

These results show that CA1 SOM-IN excitatory synapses show a gradual late-onset LTP 308 

expressed as an increase in EPSC amplitude and potency, as well as a decrease in EPSC failure 309 

rate after the Hebbian pairing protocol.  310 

 311 

LTP at SOM-IN excitatory synapses depends on mGluR1a  312 
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SOM-INs in CA1 specifically express mGluR1a at high level (Baude et al., 1993; Somogyi 313 

and Klausberger, 2005) and Hebbian LTP in oriens-alveus interneurons is dependent on 314 

mGluR1a activation (Perez et al., 2001). Therefore we examined if LTP in CA1 EYFP-labeled 315 

SOM-INs was also mGluR1a dependent, using the mGluR1a antagonist LY 367385. Application 316 

of the pairing protocol, TBS and depolarization, in the presence of LY 367385 (40 μM) failed to 317 

produce LTP (Figure 3C, D). At 30 minutes post-induction, there were no significant changes in 318 

EPSC amplitude (78.8 ± 4.9% of baseline; rmANOVA, p=0.0846j, n=6; Figure 3 C-E), EPSC 319 

potency (85.2 ± 5.7% of baseline; rmANOVA, p=0.3121k, n=6; Figure 3F) and failure rate 320 

(128.7 ± 11.0% of baseline; rmANOVA, p=0.1212l, n=6; Figure 3G).  321 

 322 

Absence of LTP at synapses onto PV-INs  323 

PV-INs are another distinct subpopulation of interneurons with perisomatic projections to 324 

pyramidal cells (Freund and Buzsaki, 1996). Next we used a similar approach but with whole 325 

cell recordings from CA1 EYFP-labeled PV-INs obtained from PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice to 326 

determine if Hebbian mGluR1a-mediated LTP was also present in this interneuron type or 327 

whether it was cell type-specific. Pairing of theta-burst stimulation with postsynaptic 328 

depolarization (TBS+Depo; Figure 4A, C) failed to produce gradual changes in EPSC amplitude 329 

in CA1 EYFP-labeled PV-INs over 30 min post-induction (average EPSC including failures: 330 

67.8 ± 15.4 % of baseline at 30 min post-induction; paired t-test, p=0.2057m; n=6; Figure 4D). 331 

Similarly, control stimulation, consisting of theta burst stimulation (n=4) or depolarization (n=2) 332 

alone (Figure 4B, C), did not produce lasting changes in EPSC amplitude (119.0 ± 33.6 % of 333 

baseline at 30 min post-induction for pooled controls; paired t-test, p=0.6333n; n=6; Figure 4D). 334 
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These results reveal that Hebbian mGluR1a-mediated LTP is absent from afferent inputs to 335 

another large population of CA1 interneurons, the PV-INs, and thus shows cell type specificity 336 

for SOM-INs synapses.  337 

 338 

Facilitation of CA1 Schaffer collateral pathway LTP by TBS in oriens-alveus  339 

Next we investigated the potential role of Hebbian LTP at SOM-IN synapses in the 340 

function of the CA1 local circuitry. Activation of dendrite-targeting OLM interneurons, a 341 

major subgroup of SOM-INs, differentially regulates LTP at major inputs to CA1 342 

pyramidal cells, reducing LTP in the temporo-ammonic pathway from entorhinal cortex 343 

and facilitating LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway from CA3 (Leao et al., 2012). It has 344 

been previously shown that TBS in oriens-alveus, via Hebbian LTP at interneuron input 345 

synapses, resulted in long-term enhancement of evoked firing in oriens-alveus 346 

interneurons during cell-attached recordings (Croce et al., 2010), as well as long-term 347 

enhancement of polysynaptic inhibition of pyramidal cells (Lapointe et al., 2004). 348 

Therefore, we tested if TBS in oriens-alveus could produce mGluR1a-mediated Hebbian 349 

LTP at SOM-IN synapses and result in a long-term regulation of LTP in CA1 Schaffer 350 

collateral pathway using field recordings. First we established, using whole cell current 351 

clamp recordings from SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice, that TBS in oriens-alveus 352 

induces LTP of excitatory synapses onto  SOM-IN in conditions for field recordings (bulk 353 

stimulating electrode, absence of postsynaptic depolarization, absence of glutamatergic 354 

and GABAergic antagonists, see Methods). In these conditions, TBS in oriens-alveus 355 

produced a gradual increase (linear regression, ANOVA, p<0.001o, n=8) in EPSP 356 
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amplitude (average EPSP including failures) from 5-10 min post TBS reaching 187.8 ± 357 

10.6% of baseline at 30 min post-induction (rmANOVA, p<0.001p, and Dunnett’s multiple 358 

comparison tests, n=8; Figure 5A, D). Bath application of 40 µM LY367385 decreased the 359 

number of action potentials elicited during the TBS protocol (without LY, 48.6 ± 2.7 360 

action potentials, n=8; with LY, 26.8 ± 6.9 action potentials, n=5; Student’s test, p=0.005q; 361 

Figure 5A-C) and prevented TBS-induced LTP of EPSP amplitude. After TBS in oriens-362 

alveus in the presence of LY367385, EPSP amplitude was 78 ± 5.4% of baseline at 30 min 363 

post-induction (rmANOVA, p=0.0007r, and Dunnett’s multiple comparison tests, n=5, 364 

Figure 5B, D). These results demonstrate that mGluR1a-mediated LTP at excitatory 365 

synapses onto SOM-INs occurs in conditions for field potential recordings of LTP in the 366 

Schaffer collateral pathway. 367 

We then investigated if LTP at SOM-INs synapses could produce a long-term 368 

regulation of LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway using field recordings. In addition, for 369 

these experiments we used SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice for cell specific expression 370 

in SOM-INs of Archaerhodopsin-3 (ArCh3), an outward proton pump that causes 371 

hyperpolarization, so we could manipulate selectively SOM-IN excitability using 372 

optogenetics during field recording experiments. First, low frequency Schaffer collateral 373 

stimulation was given in stratum radiatum to elicit CA1 fEPSPs during a baseline period 374 

(30 min; Figure 6A-B). HFS (100 Hz, 1 sec) of Schaffer collaterals was then applied, 375 

resulting in LTP of fEPSP slope (113.5 ± 4.7% of baseline at 30 min post-induction; n=10, 376 

paired t-test, p=0.010s, Figure 6B, E and F). In comparison, application of TBS in oriens-377 

alveus resulted in enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP tested 30 min later 378 

(Figure 6A, C). TBS in oriens-alveus did not affect Schaffer collateral evoked fEPSPs 379 
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during the baseline period, indicating no effect on basal transmission (Figure 6D). 380 

However, LTP induction in the Schaffer collateral pathway given 30 min after TBS in 381 

oriens-alveus, resulted in an increase in fEPSP slope (128.2 ± 3.5% of baseline, n=11; 382 

paired t-test, p=0.0001t; Figure 6C, E) that was greater than in the control condition 383 

without TBS (ANOVA, p=0.0052u; Figure 6F). The effect of TBS in oriens-alveus was 384 

tested also on Schaffer collateral pathway for the same time period but without subsequent 385 

LTP induction. TBS in oriens-alveus had no effect on Schaffer collateral fEPSPs recorded 386 

for a similar duration (102.2 ± 2.6% of baseline; n= 4; paired t-test, p=0.5794v; Figure 6D-387 

F). These results indicate that TBS in oriens-alveus does not affect basal transmission at 388 

CA3-CA1 synapses, but has a long-lasting effect to enhance LTP in the Schaffer collateral 389 

pathway.  390 

 391 

TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral LTP is mediated by SOM-INs 392 

The observed TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP is 393 

consistent with TBS inducing mGluR1a-mediated Hebbian LTP at SOM-INs synapses, and 394 

resulting in increased SOM-IN  facilitation of LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway from CA3 395 

(Leao et al., 2012). 396 

We next investigated if the TBS-induced enhancement of CA1 Schaffer collateral 397 

pathway LTP was dependent on SOM-INs in SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice using 398 

optogenetics to selectively hyperpolarize SOM-INs during TBS. In control whole-cell recordings 399 

from GFP-expressing SOM-INs in slices from SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice, yellow light 400 
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(591 nm wavelength) illumination of the slice through an optic fiber induced membrane 401 

hyperpolarization for the duration of light stimulation (Figure 7A; 1.5 sec, n= 5 cells).  402 

Next we examined the TBS-induced modulation of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP in 403 

the presence of yellow light stimulation. First as control, we verified that prior application of 404 

light alone (1.5 min duration) did not affect Schaffer collateral pathway LTP (Figure 7B). In 405 

these conditions, illumination did not affect fEPSPs during the baseline period and HFS caused 406 

an increase in fEPSPs slope (112.7 ± 1.5% of baseline at 30 min post-induction; n=9; paired t-407 

test, p=0.0001w; Figure 7E, F) similar to previously found with HFS alone (Figure 7F). 408 

Interestingly, TBS in oriens-alveus given during light stimulation did not affect fEPSPs during 409 

the baseline period, but failed to enhance HFS-induced LTP (Figure 7C). HFS given 30 min after 410 

TBS in oriens-alveus during light stimulation, resulted in an increase in fEPSP slope (110.1 ± 411 

2.3% of baseline at 30 min post-induction; n=7; paired t-test, p=0.0030x; Figure 7E, F) that was 412 

not different from that without TBS (ANOVA, p=0.0751y; Figure 7F). Light stimulation alone 413 

had no effect on Schaffer collateral fEPSPs recorded for a similar period (103.6 ± 1.1% of 414 

baseline; paired t-test, p=0.0690z; n=3; Figure 7D-F). These results indicate that TBS-induced 415 

enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP is prevented when TBS is given during light-416 

activated hyperpolarization of SOM-INs, suggesting that SOM-INs activation during TBS is 417 

required for TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral LTP.  418 

 

TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral LTP is mGluR1a-dependent 419 

The impairment of TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP by 420 

light inactivation of SOM-INs during TBS provides further support that TBS may be inducing 421 
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mGluR1a-mediated Hebbian LTP at SOM-INs synapses to result in increased SOM-IN 422 

facilitation of LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway from CA3. Therefore we next investigated 423 

if TBS-induced enhancement of CA1 Schaffer collateral pathway LTP required activation of 424 

mGluR1a, using the mGluR1a antagonist LY367385 which blocks LTP in SOM-INs (Figures 3 425 

and 5).  426 

Application of LY367385 did not affect Schaffer collateral pathway LTP (Figure 8A). In 427 

the presence of LY367385, HFS caused an increase in fEPSPs slope (112.2 ± 4.5% of baseline at 428 

30 min post-induction; n=8; paired t-test, p=0.0050aa; Figure 8D, E) similar to previously found 429 

with HFS alone (Figure 8E). Importantly, TBS in oriens-alveus in the presence of the mGluR1a 430 

antagonist LY367385 failed to enhance HFS-induced LTP (Figure 8B). HFS given 30 min after 431 

TBS in LY367385 resulted in an increase in fEPSP slope (116.0 ± 3.0% of baseline at 30 min 432 

post-induction; n=9; paired t-test, p=0.0005ab; Figure 8D, E) that was not different from that 433 

without TBS (ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test, p>0.05; Figure 8E). 434 

Application of LY367385 alone had no effect on Schaffer collateral fEPSPs recorded for a 435 

similar period (97.6 ± 9.0% of baseline; paired t-test, p=0.4856ac; n=4, Figure 8C-E). These 436 

results indicate that mGluR1a activation during TBS is required for TBS-induced enhancement 437 

of Schaffer collateral LTP. 438 

Collectively, these series of experiments show that TBS-induced enhancement of 439 

Schaffer collateral pathway LTP is prevented by light inactivation of SOM-INs and by mGluR1a 440 

antagonism (Figures 7 and 8), suggesting TBS in oriens-alveus produces mGluR1a-mediated 441 

Hebbian LTP at SOM-INs synapses and results in a long-term up-regulation of LTP in CA1 442 

Schaffer collateral pathway.  443 
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 444 

Statistical Table 445 

  Data structure Type of test Power 
a Normal distribution paired t-test 0.0025 
b Normal distribution paired t-test 0.75 
c Normal distribution ANOVA 0.0001 
d Normal distribution rmANOVA, Dunnett's post hoc 0.0016 
e Normal distribution rmANOVA, Dunnett's post hoc 0.0025 
f Normal distribution rmANOVA, Dunnett's post hoc 0.011 
g Normal distribution rmANOVA 0.7512 
h Normal distribution rmANOVA 0.9456 
i Normal distribution rmANOVA 0.6528 
j Normal distribution rmANOVA 0.0846 
k Normal distribution rmANOVA 0.3121 
l Normal distribution rmANOVA 0.1212 
m Normal distribution paired t-test 0.2057 
n Normal distribution paired t-test 0.6333 
o Normal distribution ANOVA 0.0005 
p Normal distribution rmANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc 2.66E-7 
q Normal distribution t-test 0.0053 
r Normal distribution rmANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc 0.0007 
s Normal distribution paired t-test 0.01 
t Normal distribution paired t-test 0.0001 
u Normal distribution paired t-test 0.0052 
v Normal distribution paired t-test 0.5794 
w Normal distribution paired t-test 0.0001 
x Normal distribution paired t-test 0.003 
y Normal distribution rmANOVA, Dunnett's post hoc 0.0751 
z Normal distribution paired t-test 0.069 
aa Normal distribution paired t-test 0.005 
ab Normal distribution paired t-test 0.0005 
ac Normal distribution paired t-test 0.4856 

 446 

  447 
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Discussion 448 

In the present study, we have demonstrated a Hebbian form of LTP occurring at 449 

excitatory synapses onto identified SOM-INs in the hippocampal CA1 area. This form of LTP 450 

was dependent on mGluR1a and did not occur in PV-INs. In addition, our results revealed that 451 

prior induction of mGluR1a-dependent LTP in SOM-INs enhanced the magnitude of LTP at SC 452 

synapses in pyramidal cells. These results uncover a novel metaplastic function of O/A SOM-INs 453 

conferring to them the ability to modulate durably CA1 network activity and plasticity. 454 

 455 

mGluR1a Hebbian LTP at excitatory feedback synapses onto SOM-INs  456 

The large diversity of interneurons within the cerebral cortex has been a major hurdle for 457 

the detailed investigation of the function of synaptic plasticity in various interneurons. The 458 

emergence and development of Cre-lox system for recombination of reporter genes has made 459 

possible to target selectively interneuron classes by taking advantage of their specific pattern of 460 

protein expression. This approach allowed us to visualise and target two major, mainly non-461 

overlapping, classes of hippocampal CA1 interneurons: (1) the dendrite-targeting SOM-INs of 462 

the O/A region, corresponding largely to the OLM and bistratified cells; and (2) the peri-somatic 463 

projecting PV-INs located within and nearby the pyramidal layer, corresponding mainly to the 464 

basket and axo-axonic cells (for review, see Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Klausberger and 465 

Somogyi, 2008; Tricoire et al., 2011). We demonstrated that TBS episodes delivered to the O/A 466 

region, to stimulate CA1 pyramidal cell axon collateral excitatory inputs, induce LTP in O/A 467 

SOM-INs but not in PV-INs. This result extends the interneuron subtype specificity of LTP that 468 

has been previously described in the heterogeneous interneuron population of the O/A region 469 

(Perez et al., 2001; Lapointe et al., 2004; Croce et al., 2010).  470 
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As previously demonstrated, this type of LTP was induced in O/A SOM-INs by pairing 471 

pre-synaptic theta-burst stimulation in the O/A region and post-synaptic depolarization, and was 472 

dependent on mGluR1a (Perez et al., 2001; Lapointe et al., 2004). Independent on NMDARs, 473 

this form of LTP has been called mGluR1a Hebbian LTP, in contrast to the canonical Hebbian 474 

NMDAR-dependent LTP (Ouardouz and Lacaille, 1995; Lamsa et al., 2005) and to the anti-475 

Hebbian CP-AMPAR-dependent LTP requiring post-synaptic hyperpolarization (Lamsa et al., 476 

2007). These three distinct types of LTP occur at excitatory feedback synapses from CA1 477 

pyramidal cells onto interneurons in the O/A region (for review, see Pelletier and Lacaille, 2008; 478 

Kullmann et al., 2012; Topolnik, 2012). PV-INs also receive such feedback excitation and it has 479 

been reported recently that these synapses display both canonical Hebbian and anti-Hebbian LTP 480 

(Le Roux et al., 2013). However, we show here that brief theta-burst stimulation episodes failed 481 

to induce Hebbian LTP at excitatory feedback synapses onto PV-INs, probably because this class 482 

of interneurons mainly express mGluR5 rather than mGluR1 (van Hooft et al., 2000). Our 483 

findings thus reveal that theta burst stimulation induces cell type-specific mGluR1a-mediated 484 

Hebbian plasticity at the excitatory inputs onto SOM-INs, but not PV-INs. 485 

We observed mGluR1a Hebbian LTP in approximately 65% of the synaptic connections 486 

tested in SOM-INs with minimal stimulation and voltage clamp recordings, consistently with 487 

previous findings (Lapointe et al., 2004). This may be due to the fact that, in addition to the 488 

predominant feedback pathway, the O/A region also contains fibers from CA2/3 pyramidal cells 489 

(Ishizuka et al., 1990; Blasco-Ibanez and Freund, 1995; Wittner et al., 2007) providing 490 

feedforward excitation to O/A-INs through CI-AMPARs and these synapses do not display 491 

mGluR1a Hebbian LTP (Croce et al., 2010), indicating a dual regulation of synaptic inputs in 492 

these interneurons. Nonetheless, it has been previously shown that TBS delivered in the O/A 493 
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region reliably induces postsynaptic firing of O/A interneurons in cell-attached recordings and 494 

results in a mGluR1a-mediated long-lasting potentiation of synaptically evoked firing of O/A 495 

cells (Croce et al., 2010). The present findings thus indicate that mGluR1a Hebbian LTP of 496 

feedback excitatory inputs to SOM-INs translates into a durable increase in their output firing, 497 

which made it a key component in the regulation of the input/output function in SOM-INs. 498 

 499 

Metaplasticity in the CA1 hippocampal network 500 

 Understanding the specific contributions of the various GABAergic interneurons 501 

subtypes in the control of information flow within the cortico-hippocampal network is an 502 

important question. SOM-INs constitute a group of interneurons sharing the property to inhibit 503 

pyramidal cells and interneurons dendrites conferring them a crucial role in regulating the gain of 504 

pyramidal neuron input-output transformations (Pouille and Scanziani, 2004). Experiments using 505 

pharmacogenetic and optogenetic approaches have demonstrated that a specific silencing of 506 

hippocampal CA1 SOM-INs increases pyramidal cells firing rates and burst spiking during SC 507 

stimulation in vitro (Lovett-Barron et al., 2012; but see Wilson et al., 2012 for an opposite role in 508 

the visual cortex) and during spatial mapping in vivo (Royer et al., 2012).  509 

However, SOM-INs are a non-homogeneous population. For example, in hippocampal 510 

CA1, OLM cells densely synapse within the SLM to inhibit the pyramidal cell distal dendritic 511 

tuft, at the level of their temporo-ammonic inputs from the entorhinal cortex, whereas bistratified 512 

cells inhibit more proximal pyramidal cell dendrites in the stratum radiatum where they receive 513 

their inputs from SC (for review, see Klausberger, 2009; Muller and Remy, 2014)). It has been 514 

shown that OLM neurons, themselves being less homogeneous than initially thought (Chittajallu 515 

et al., 2013), restrict voltage signals by providing a direct inhibition to the pyramidal cell 516 
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dendritic tuft in response to temporo-ammonic stimulation, preventing their propagation along 517 

proximal dendrites (Leao et al., 2012). In addition, specific optogenetic stimulation of OLM cells 518 

increase SC-evoked excitatory synaptic responses and LTP by disinhibiting these synapses in 519 

pyramidal cells (Leao et al., 2012). Indeed, OLM cells also inhibit several classes of interneuron 520 

(Katona et al., 1999; Elfant et al., 2008; for review, see Chamberland and Topolnik, 2012), 521 

including SC-associated interneurons at the border of the stratum radiatum and the SLM, and to a 522 

lesser extent, bistratified cells (Leao et al., 2012), that are both co-aligned with SC inputs. The 523 

present results reveal a form of metaplasticity in which mGluR1a LTP occurring at excitatory 524 

synapses onto SOM-INs specifically increases LTP magnitude at SC-PC synapses. This suggests 525 

that mGluR1a-mediated LTP induction in SOM-INs provide a disinhibition of SC-PC synapses, 526 

likely via the inhibition of interneurons in the stratum radiatum, and support an interneuron 527 

input-specific control of pyramidal cell integrative function. In our field potential recording 528 

experiments, TBS in oriens may have induced NMDAR-mediated LTP at synapses onto PV-INs 529 

(Le Roux et al., 2013). However, since selective optogenetic inactivation of SOM-INs during 530 

TBS or antagonism of mGluR1a receptors prevented the metaplasticity of LTP in the SC 531 

pathway, our results suggest that non-mGluR1a-mediated LTP at synapses onto PV-INs may not 532 

contribute to this metaplasticity. 533 

Other forms of disinhibitory metaplasticity have been reported in CA1 PCs, but with a 534 

direct disinhibition of SC-pyramidal cells synapses through LTD of inhibitory synapses (I-LTD), 535 

i.e. plasticity of the output synapses of interneurons. They involve a specific contribution of 536 

cholecystokinin-expressing interneurons of the stratum radiatum in the dynamic segregation of 537 

SC and temporo-ammonic inputs (Basu et al., 2013), with a prominent role of group I mGluRs 538 

(Chevaleyre and Castillo, 2003, 2004; Basu et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014), associated with the 539 
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ability to support temporal associative memories (Xu et al., 2014). Taking into consideration that 540 

a learning episode increase intrinsic excitability in CA1 SOM-INs (McKay et al., 2013), this 541 

suggests that these interneurons may be endowed with multiple plasticity mechanisms to increase 542 

output function (input synapses, intrinsic excitability and output synapses), probably acting in 543 

concerted fashion. 544 

 545 

Consequences for learning and memory 546 

A growing body of information is accumulating about the specific role of SOM-INs in 547 

cognitive abilities, mainly occurring via disinhibition mechanisms. In the anterior cingulate 548 

cortex, they participate in decision making (Kvitsiani et al., 2013) and they support and modulate 549 

sensory processing in different neocortical areas through a VIP-SOM-IN-dependent disinhibition 550 

of principal cells (Lee et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014). They mediate precise 551 

visual processing by inhibiting PV-INs in the primary visual cortex (Cottam et al., 2013). They 552 

are inhibited by PV-INs to disinhibit PC dendrites in the basolateral amygdala during auditory-553 

cued fear conditioning (Wolff et al., 2014); they mediate fear learning and produce fear 554 

expression through disinhibition mechanisms in the central amygdala (Li et al., 2013; Penzo et 555 

al., 2015). Within the hippocampus, CA1 OLM and bistratified cells rhythmically modulate 556 

pyramidal neurons activity in vivo (Klausberger et al., 2003; Klausberger et al., 2004; Katona et 557 

al., 2014). During fear conditioning, SOM-INs from the CA1 area, in particular the OLM cells, 558 

are believed to respond specifically to the unconditioned aversive stimulus, and by a direct 559 

inhibition, restrict the size of the coding pyramidal cell population (Lovett-Barron et al., 2014). 560 

Similarly, contextual fear conditioning increase the number of mossy fibers synaptic contacts 561 

onto interneurons in CA3, restricting the size of the coding pyramidal population and promoting 562 
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memory precision (Ruediger et al., 2011). In the present study, we show that LTP occurring at 563 

excitatory synapses onto SOM-INs increases the magnitude of subsequent LTP at SC-PC 564 

synapses. This suggests that a disinhibition might occur in a subpopulation of principal neurons 565 

displaying an increased LTP (see above in Discussion). However, it does not exclude that 566 

repetitive pyramidal firing could also durably increase feedback and lateral direct inhibition to a 567 

different subpopulation of pyramidal neurons (Dupret et al., 2013).  568 

Finally, a late form of LTP, induced by mGluR1a activation, dependent on transcription 569 

and translation via the mTORC1 pathway and lasting at least 24h, has recently been shown in 570 

CA1 O/A INs (Ran et al., 2009; Ran et al., 2012), suggesting that a persistent form of LTP may 571 

play a crucial role in the long-lasting metaplastic regulation of CA1 network activity during 572 

hippocampus-dependent learning and memory. 573 

 574 
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 749 

Figures Legends 750 

Figure 1. Distribution of EYFP-labeled CA1 interneurons and specific co-localization with 751 

SOM and PV 752 

A-B. Montage of fluorescence images showing the mostly non-overlapping distribution of YFP-753 

labelled INs in hippocampus from SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP (A) and PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP (B) 754 

mice. Scale bars: 100 µm. In CA1 region, EYFP-labeled INs of SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice 755 

are present mostly in the oriens and alveus regions, while EYFP-labeled INs of PV-Cre;Ai3-756 

EYFP mice are found near or in the pyramidal cell layer. C-D. Representative examples of 757 

specific co-localization of EYFP-labeled INs (top, green) from SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP (C) 758 

and PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP (D) mice with immunofluorescence for somatostatin (middle left, red) 759 

and parvalbumin (middle right, red), respectively. Merged images are shown at bottom. Scale 760 

bars: 10 µm. Nearly all CA1 EYFP-labeled INs from SOM-IRES-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice co-761 

localized with somatostatin but not parvalbumin (C). Conversely, mostly all CA1 EYFP-labeled 762 

INs from PV-Cre;Ai3-EYFP mice were immunopositive for parvalbumin but not somatostatin 763 

(D). 764 

 765 

Figure 2. Membrane properties of CA1 EYFP-labeled SOM-INs 766 

A. Example of voltage responses (top, scale bars: 20 mV, 200 ms) during current-clamp 767 

recordings evoked by current steps (bottom, scale bars: 40 pA; 100 ms) of varying amplitude 768 
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 41

from a representative CA1 EYFP-labeled SOM-IN (held at Vm of -60 mV). B-C. Representative 769 

examples of traces with single action potential (B) and repetitive firing (at 2x threshold; C) 770 

evoked by current pulse injections. Scale bars: 20 mV, 200 ms.  771 

 772 

Figure 3. mGluR1a-dependent Hebbian LTP at excitatory synapses onto CA1 EYFP-773 

labeled SOM-INs 774 

A-C. Diagrams (top left) showing the stimulation pairing protocol for LTP induction (A; theta 775 

burst stimulation paired with postsynaptic depolarization; TBS+Depo), the control stimulation 776 

protocols (B; theta burst stimulation (TBS) or postsynaptic depolarization alone) and the 777 

stimulation pairing protocol in the presence of 40 μM LY367385, an mGluR1a antagonist (C; 778 

TBS+Depo in LY). EPSC amplitude time plots (bottom left) from representative CA1 EYFP-779 

labeled SOM-INs showing increase in EPSC amplitude after the pairing protocol (A) but not 780 

after control stimulation (B; TBS alone in this particular example) nor in the presence of 781 

LY367385 (C). Twenty consecutive EPSC traces from respective cells from baseline period (top 782 

right) and 30 min post-stimulation (middle right). Scale bars: 20 pA, 5 ms. Superimposed 783 

average traces (of 100 individual events, including failures; bottom right; Scale bars: 5 pA, 5 ms) 784 

illustrating the increase in response after the pairing protocol (A) but not control stimulation (B) 785 

nor in the presence of LY367385 (C). D. Summary bar graph for all cells, showing no change in 786 

EPSC amplitude (including failures) after control stimulation increase 30 min after the pairing 787 

protocol, and no change after the pairing protocol in the presence of LY367385. ANOVA, ** 788 

p=0.0025.  E-G. Summary time plots of EPSC measures (5 min bins) showing gradual 789 

development of LTP over time in all cells showing LTP after pairing (n=9), but not in cells with 790 
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control stimulation (n=14) nor in cells with the pairing stimulation in the presence of LY367385 791 

(n=6). LTP was manifested as an increase in EPSC amplitude (including failures) (E) and 792 

potency (F), and a decrease in failure rate (G). ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple comparison 793 

tests, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 794 

  795 

Figure 4. Absence of LTP at the excitatory synapses onto CA1 EYFP-labeled PV-INs 796 

A-B. Diagrams (top) showing the pairing protocol for LTP induction (A; theta burst stimulation 797 

paired with postsynaptic depolarization; TBS+Depo) and the control stimulation protocols (B; 798 

theta burst stimulation (TBS) or postsynaptic depolarization alone). EPSC amplitude time plots 799 

(bottom left) from representative CA1 EYFP-labeled PV-INs showing no increase in EPSC 800 

amplitude after the pairing protocol (A) nor after control stimulation (B; TBS alone in this 801 

example). Twenty individual traces from respective cells during baseline period (top right) and 802 

30 min post-stimulation (middle right). Scale bars: 10 pA, 5 ms. Superimposed average traces (of 803 

100 individual events, including failures; bottom right; Scale bars: 5 pA, 5 ms) illustrating the 804 

failure to increase responses after the pairing protocol (A) or control stimulation (B). C. 805 

Summary time plots of EPSC amplitude (5 min bins) for all cells showing no change over time 806 

in EPSC amplitude (including failures) after the pairing protocol (n=6) or control stimulation 807 

(n=6). ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple comparison tests, p>0.05. D. Summary bar graphs for all 808 

cells showing lack of LTP in PV-INs after the pairing protocol (n=6; ANOVA, p=0.205) or 809 

control stimulation (n=6; p=0.633). 810 

 811 
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Figure 5. mGluR1a-dependent LTP in current-clamp recordings with intact glutamatergic 812 

and GABAergic transmission 813 

A, B. Averaged EPSPs from thirty consecutive responses during the baseline period (top left) 814 

and 30 min after TBS (top right) in the absence (A) and presence (B) of LY367385 from 815 

representative EYFP-labeled SOM-INs. Firing patterns during TBS (bottom). Note the prolonged 816 

depolarization underlying each burst in control conditions (A), which is abolished in the presence 817 

of LY367385 (B). Scale bars: 2 mV, 50 ms (top); 20 mV, 200 ms (bottom).  C. Bar graph 818 

showing the decreased number of action potentials (APs) elicited during the TBS protocol in the 819 

absence (n=8) and presence (n=5) of LY367385 (Student’s test). D. Summary time plot of EPSP 820 

amplitude (5 min bins) for all cells, showing the gradual development of LTP over time which is 821 

blocked in the presence of LY367385 (repeated measures ANOVA, p=0.001, and Dunnett’s 822 

multiple comparison tests from baseline. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, and ***p<0.001. 823 

 824 

Figure 6. Regulation of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP by theta burst stimulation 825 

in oriens-alveus  826 

A. Diagram of experimental arrangement of extracellular recording and stimulation electrodes, 827 

and targeted CA1 pathways and cells. P, pyramidal cell; I, inhibitory interneuron; SOM, SOM-828 

interneuron; SC, Schaffer collateral pathway; HFS, high frequency stimulation electrode; TBS, 829 

theta burst stimulation electrode; Rec, recording electrode; Alv, alveus; Or, stratum oriens; Pyr, 830 

stratum pyramidale; Rad, stratum radiatum; L-M, stratum lacunosum/moleculare. Arrowheads 831 

and bars refer to excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively. B-D. Time plots of Schaffer 832 

collateral field excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) slope from individual representative 833 
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 44

slices from SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice showing LTP induced by HFS in stratum 834 

radiatum (B), enhanced LTP when HFS induction was preceded by a conditioning TBS in 835 

stratum oriens-alveus 30 min earlier (C), and no effect of TBS alone (D). Insets (B–C) are 836 

average fEPSPs (of 30 individual traces) during baseline, pre-HFS and 30 min post-HFS. Scale 837 

bars: 0.5 mV, 5 ms. E. Summary fEPSP slope time plots for all slices, showing larger magnitude 838 

of HFS-induced LTP when preceded by TBS in stratum oriens-alveus. F. Summary bar graph 839 

showing increased HFS-induced LTP of fEPSP slope at 30 min post-induction after a 840 

conditioning TBS in oriens-alveus (TBS; HFS) relative to control without TBS (no TBS; HFS,  841 

ANOVA, **p=0.0052), and no effects of TBS on fEPSPs in experiments without HFS. 842 

 843 

Figure 7. TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP is prevented by 844 

SOM-INs hyperpolarization  845 

A. Whole-cell current-clamp recordings from a representative GFP-expressing SOM-IN in acute 846 

slice of SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mouse, showing responses to current step injections (left) 847 

and membrane hyperpolarization in response to wide field yellow light (591 nm) exposition 848 

(right). Scale bars: 20 mV, 100 ms (left); 10 mV, 500 ms (right). B-D. Time plots of Schaffer 849 

collateral fEPSP slope from representative slices from SOM-IRES-Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice 850 

showing similar LTP induced by HFS in stratum radiatum when preceded by yellow light 851 

exposition 30 min earlier (B) and by conditioning TBS in stratum oriens-alveus during yellow 852 

light exposition (C), and no effect of yellow light exposition alone on fEPSPs (D). Insets (B–C) 853 

are average fEPSPs (of 30 individual traces) from baseline, pre-HFS and 30 min post-HFS. Scale 854 

bars: 0.5 mV, 5 ms. E. Summary fEPSP slope time plots for all slices, showing no enhancement 855 
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of HFS-induced LTP when TBS in stratum oriens-alveus is given during yellow light exposition. 856 

F. Summary bar graph showing similar HFS-induced LTP of fEPSP slope at 30 min post-857 

induction after a conditioning TBS in oriens-alveus with vs without yellow light exposition 858 

(ANOVA, p=0.0751; n.s.), and no effects of light alone on fEPSPs in experiments without HFS. 859 

 860 

Figure 8.  TBS-induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP is prevented by 861 

mGluR1a blockade  862 

A-C. Time plots of Schaffer collateral fEPSP slope from representative slices from SOM-IRES-863 

Cre;ArChR3/GFP mice showing that, in the presence of the mGluR1a antagonist LY367385, 864 

LTP induced by HFS in stratum radiatum (A) is similar to LTP induced by HFS which is 865 

preceded by conditioning TBS in stratum oriens-alveus 30 min earlier (B), and that fEPSPs are 866 

unaffected during long-term recordings in the presence of LY367385 (C). Insets (A–B) are 867 

average fEPSPs (of 30 individual traces) from baseline, pre-HFS and 30 min post-HFS. Scale 868 

bars: 0.5 mV, 5 ms. D. Summary fEPSP slope time plots for all slices, showing no enhancement 869 

of HFS-induced LTP when TBS in stratum oriens-alveus is given in the presence of LY367385. 870 

E. Summary bar graph showing similar HFS-induced LTP of fEPSP slope at 30 min post-871 

induction whether preceded or not by a conditioning TBS in oriens-alveus in the presence of 872 

LY367385 (ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test, p>0.05), lack of TBS-873 

induced enhancement of Schaffer collateral pathway LTP in the presence of LY367385 874 

(ANOVA, **p=0.0052) and no effects of LY367385 alone on fEPSPs in experiments without 875 

HFS. 876 
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